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The Travel Hackers Toolkit 



By Thomas Shelton on Wed, 20 Dec 2023 


More Information

Dane Homenick is the founder of Journo a travel company. It's Journo's mission to help fellow travelers better remember their adventures with their popular travel journal app with auto-route-tracking, printable mementos, collaborative Journos, and more. After countless hours, they have come up with the ideal process for maximizing your savings when booking a flight no matter where in the world you're departing from or going to. It's called 'The Ultimate Guide To Travel Hacking Cheap Flights. You can have one of those fancy coffees at Starbucks or you can become the flight expert among all of your friends by being the guy or gal who finally knows all the dirty little secrets that the airline industry tries to keep from us, and how to exploit them to your advantage! You'll save countless time, money and headaches by finally knowing how to book the cheapest possible flight, based on the elusive booking windows and hacks you're about to discover. More here...

  The Travel Hackers Toolkit Summary

  Rating:  4.6 stars out of 11 votes 
 
Contents: Ebook 
Author: Dane Homenick
Official Website: travelhackerstoolkit.com

Access Now

The Travel Hacker's Toolkit - Luxury Travel On A Poor Man's Budget
I've really worked on the chapters in this ebook and can only say that if you put in the time you will never revert back to your old methods.
All the modules inside this e-book are very detailed and explanatory, there is nothing as comprehensive as this guide.
 Read full review...
 



The Cream of the Frequent Flyer Crop




Last Updated on Sat, 18 Dec 2021 |
Guerrilla Tactics 


By now, you should recognize that there is no such thing as The Best Frequent Flyer Program '' Determining the best frequent flyer program depends on the individual and on a significant number of possible variables. For example, if you live in a hub city for a particular airline, that will be a powerful reason to focus your business on that airline because of the greater range of nonstop options and that will be the best frequent flyer program for you. But if you're not locked into one particular airline, you might consider a number of factors. You might like American for its focus on more room throughout coach'' on most of its flights, more opportunities for earning nonflight miles than any other airline, and its extensive number of alliance partners that can get you anywhere in the world. Reasons NOT to consider a frequent flyer program may be that its mileage awards expire in one year or it won't get you to Hawaii or abroad both drawbacks of Southwest's program.
 



Airline Tickets to Australia, Travelling from Asia




Last Updated on Sun, 13 Feb 2022 |
Living in Australia



There is a broad choice of airline tickets to Australia when you are coming from Asia. From Asia, the airfares to Australia can vary a lot with the airline, season, day of the week or competition. So book in advance if you want a seat on a certain date or airline. Otherwise be flexible with your airfares to Australia and expect to pay more if you delay your reservations.
 



Cheap Flights to Australia




Last Updated on Sun, 13 Feb 2022 |
Living in Australia



Cheap flights to Australia are not easy to find. If you are flexible and shop around you might find a bargain airfare to Sydney, Melbourne or other very large cities. How can you get cheap flights to Australia There are no fixed rules, just too many variables on the market. I hope you find a good deal. Good luck with your search for cheap flights to Australia.
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Discount Airfare to Australia




Last Updated on Sun, 13 Feb 2022 |
Living in Australia



To increase your chances to find a discount airfare to Australia you have to be very flexible. Search and compare discount airfare to Australia -Fill in the airports and dates and book easily All this means that you need to measure the additional hassle and add the cost of it to your discount airfare. And that hassle can be measured in terms of money, fatigue, missed opportunities. To get yourself a better deal or cheap airfares be prepared to spend more time searching online. Input different days of the week and different months and compare. If you can, avoid the major celebrations and holiday periods such as Christmas, New Year, Chinese New Year, Easter, as more people travel and airfares are higher. Winter, from May to August, should offer you the best option for a bargain flight to Australia. But sometimes there are exceptions and July can be a shoulder season rather than a low one.
 



Best Tips For Finding Cheap Flights




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Guides



If finding and booking a cheap flight feels like a full-time job I've rounded up some tips today to make your life much easier. While there are dozens of booking sites to choose from and prices that change at a moment's notice if you utilize just a couple of tips you could save big on your next flight and have the vacation of your dreams. Here are the best ways to book cheap flights all without too much work involved. Also known as flying open jaw , buying two one-way tickets (normally on separate airlines) is a great and popular way to save money on your flights. Small budget airlines like SpiceJet , usually have tons of deals on one-way flights. Searching for cheap fares can sometimes be seen as an all-day affair. I'm here to definitively say you don't have to make searching for cheap flights a full-time job.
 



Should travel agents act as web curators?




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



This in turn leaves travel agents to attract customers by providing them with an attractive valuable proposition, and leaves tour operators working hard to design desirable products that those agents can sell, or that they can promote directly. Which brings me back to the role of the internet. This is really a ton of stuff out there. Far too much, many would say (as David Whitley famously stated at last year's Travel Blog Camp, if there's one thing the web doesn't need it's more stuff on it.
 



Same flights, different prices - an easy way to save money on Ryanair




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



If you book a flight on Ryanair from the UK to a eurozone country, you can save a lot of money by booking two single flights instead of a straightforward return. The difference is mainly down to the exchange rates applied by Ryanair on flights and the different add-ons they sell. By booking a return, you're essentially allowing them to apply their own exchange rate to every item on the return leg as a general rule, allowing anybody to apply their own exchange rate results in only one winner (hint it isn't you). Having recently flown to Gran Canaria with Ryanair I was surprised by how easily I managed to save enough to cover a couple of decent meals. Here's an example to illustrate this it's based on a family of four (two adults, two kids) flying over the February half-term holidays from Stansted to Las Palmas, and in this example the family saves over 80.
 



10 Reasons Why You Should Join An Airlines Frequent Flyer Scheme




Last Updated on Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



Whether you are a frequent or infrequent flyer I can give you at least 10 reasons why you should join an airlines frequent flyer scheme. As you know frequent flyer schemes allow you to accumulate miles with each flight you take. The great thing is that you can redeem these miles for free or reduced cost flights. In recent years you have to also pay the taxes associated with the flight, however you can often still get a cracking deal. Every year when I'm issued with my latest frequent flyer card I often find two luggage tags included in the pack. These are great. You just fix one to your check in bag and one to your carry on. You don't have to worry about getting those flimsy paper name tags they have at check in. You know the ones, you write your details down, attach it and before your journey is complete it has torn off so you have to find another one. When they first introduced these charges I dreaded the thought of them.
 



LAN Airlines Review Of Economy Class




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



Providing a LAN Airlines Review of Economy Class is a little bit unique for this website since I normally fly Business Class in my reviews. However my last trip to South America saw a few flights around the continent in a non-premium seat. My flights were busy and to be honest the economy class seats were relatively tight. Naturally made more so when the person sat in front immediately reclined his seat as soon as we took off. Absolutely zero legroom between the back of his seat and my knees. There was very little leg room in economy class on LAN Airlines I suppose my LAN Airlines Review is pretty basic but then again so was my experience. No complaints really from my side. The crew were excellent, the food offering was adequate for short haul flights. Leg room could be more spacious but then when haven't we said that about economy class LAN Airlines Economy Class was full
 



Review Of My First Flight With Easyjet.




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



As a long established international business traveller I am used to flights with the mainstream, big name airlines who have often being around for decades. I'm talking about the KLMs, Deltas, Emirates, British Airways and so on. It is rare for me to fly on discount airlines like flybe, Easyjet or Ryanair. I'm used to flying Business Class (I'm lucky I know) for long haul (transcontinental). For short haul (same country around Europe) my tickets are typically economy class or as Americans say Coach . Thankfully with my frequent flyer cards I am often able to avail myself of airline lounges or fast track through queues since my status is high enough. As a privileged traveller, (I need to be due to how many flights I take) it was a little daunting to know that I would take a recent trip with a discount airline, the one and only Easyjet. Here is my review of Easyjet. Easyjet plane Much to my bride's humour I am loathed to fly with the discounters.
 



Top Tips On Finding Cheap Flights




Last Updated on Thu, 10 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



Finding cheap flights can feel like you're slowly sinking into a black hole. With the power of the internet, there are endless search engines, flight booking platforms, and fluctuating prices it soon gets overwhelming for many of us after we've spent hours going round in circles trying to find the cheapest flights. JustFly is an all in one booking platform. They search, compare and book thousands of flights with over 440 trusted airlines Meaning, you're likely to be finding cheap flights to your destination when comparing with many different airlines and departure cities Even their motto is We love giving you cheap flights. We take pride in delivering discounted flights right to your fingertips.
 



Domestic Flight Connections In China Are A Nightmare




Last Updated on Sat, 12 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



Let's face it, I've taken a lot of flights. As a result of this I've taken a lot of domestic flight connections. Yet nothing comes close to the nightmare I had last Sunday with domestic flight connections in China. What a nightmare As many of you will know I am currently in China. I had a fabulous time last weekend meeting Agness and Cez of E-Tramping. They are based in the south near Guangzhou whereas I am currently in the north in Shanghai. The only way to catch up with them for the weekend was to go there via domestic flight connections. Thankfully with all my flights over the years I'm doing very well with air miles, I have over a million on one scheme alone. I was able to use some miles to get free flights from Shanghai to Guangzhou, well I say free it cost around 70 for the taxes and so on. Airlines will not cover the taxes for you with air mile redemptions. (To find out other great benefits don't forget to read my book on frequent flyer schemes.


 



Why Flying Economy Class Long Haul Is A Pain In The Butt




Last Updated on Sat, 12 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



As a seasoned traveller, flying economy class long haul is something I am quite accustomed to. Long time readers of this site may think that all I do is travel Business and First Class but that is far from the case. Sometimes my travel budget is tight or a fairly full flight no longer has reward or paid seats in the upper cabins. Then, like most travellers I sit out the journey towards the back of the plane. If I'm honest, until now I rarely blog about economy class flights, well it's not very exciting is it Whilst not entirely the same with each airline, the overall flight experiences are similar. There are lots of downsides to long haul economy class flights. Whilst I've never suffered from air rage, I could see how this issue could cause a lot of tension. When you are flying long haul in economy class, (oops sorry that is flying coach for all the readers from the US) you often end up sat in a row of 3 to 4 seats.
 



Save Money on Budget Airlines that Fly to Paris




Last Updated on Fri, 14 Apr 2023 |
Visit Paris



That goes for everything from booking a cheap hotel in Paris (instead of one of the more costly and cuter boutique hotels that seem to be everywhere) to making the most of Paris museum discount cards to looking for the best deal on international airfare that you can find. At least with the latter, you're aided these days by the proliferation of budget airlines throughout Europe, many of which serve Paris' airports. Still, when you're in the beginning stages of hunting for flights to Paris it's definitely worth considering flying into the absolute cheapest European destination and then taking a short flight from there into Paris. If the cheapest flight brings you to a massive hub like London Heathrow or Frankfurt, then it's easy to hop on a flight on one of the budget airlines that flies into Paris.
 



Airfare Deals to Paris for October




Wed, 04 Jan 2023 |
Visit Paris



Even if you're not following the in and outs of the travel news on a daily basis, chances are good that you've heard that things like airfare and hotel prices tend to drop after the peak European summer tourist season. Although Paris is popular with visitors year-round to a certain extent, you'll still find that the same thing holds true - after the bulk of the tourists are headed home after their summer trips through Paris and the rest of Europe, the prices begin to dip. September in Paris is still typically mild enough weather-wise (and sometimes even quite warm) that you won't usually see as dramatic a price drop in September as you will later in the fall and winter - but that doesn't mean you can't start looking for Paris travel deals in September. By the time the middle of October rolls around (like right now), there are generally some good offers available on both airline tickets to Paris and vacation packages as well, although the best deals are usually for later in the winter.
 



Discount Hawaii Airline Tickets




Fri, 06 Jan 2023 |
Hawaii



Tropical beaches lush rain forests dramatic coastal cliffs -- with these and other attractions, Hawaii is more than just America's 50th state or a group of islands in the South Pacific. It's a special destination that attracts millions of visitors each year. And getting to Hawaii is a breeze when you purchase airline tickets from our online partners. Since we partner with major airlines, there are plenty of flights to choose from, and our special Web-only deals will save you money, too. Our partners can save you money on your trip to Hawaii when you buy a Hawaiian vacation package. By combining our Web-only specials on airline tickets, hotel reservations and car rentals -- along with extras that include airport hotel transfers and activity vouchers -- you'll experience the best of the islands at a price that won't break the bank. There are lots of packages to choose from, whether you're bringing along the family or taking a romantic trip for two.
 



New Cheap Flight Route to Paris




Thu, 19 Jan 2023 |
Visit Paris



As of August 1, 2007 SKYSOUTH has added twice-a-day weekday flights from Brighton (Shoreham-by-the-Sea), England to Paris (Pontoise). Skysouth has a fleet of twin engine PA-31 Piper Chieftains which have been shuttling passengers from southern England across the Channel to Caen, Le Havre and Le Touquet in Normandy for the past few years. Since early last year, the company saw the need for a connection between Paris and England's south coast. Even though there are a plethora of cheap flights connecting Paris to London and other UK hub cities, no direct flights could be had for England's south coast. Want to know more about other Cheap Flights to Paris
 



Airfare to Paris




Tue, 03 Jan 2023 |
Visit Paris



Search for cheap airfare to Paris and book a flight to Paris Anyone who dreams of traveling to Paris is both blessed and cursed. The blessing is that Paris is home to two gigantic international airports, so finding a flight to Paris is easy. The curse is that everyone else wants to visit Paris, too - and the airlines know this. During the high season, airfare to Paris can skyrocket. Visiting during the low season could cost you about half of what you would pay during the Spring and Summer. Here are some other things which could help you find the best deal on airfare to Paris It is abundantly clear why so many people want to visit Paris - and all at the same time, of course - but that does not mean you have to pay a fortune for it. Using these tips will help you save some money on your flight to Paris, and our airfare search engine will provide you with some great deals, too.
 



Travel Agents




Thu, 05 Jan 2023 |
Visit Paris



Tripology matches travelers up with travel agents who focus on traveling in Paris. Visit Tripology.com today and get connected with an expert who can save you both time & money along with passing along great tips about your vacation in Paris. Join the more than 10,000 satisfied travelers who traveled smarter used Tripology to plan their trip to Paris Click HERE to start your request But you don't have that kind of time, and you don't have the inside information required to know where the hidden gems of Paris lie. That's why working with a good travel agent, someone who really knows the city, is such a great idea. You'll be getting insider tips on where to stay and what to do, like you've already got a friend in Paris before your plane even lands. You may find out about a new hotel in a trendy part of the city that's offering really low prices, or a special tour that covers a subject you're particularly interested in.
 



First Vs Second Class




Last Updated on Wed, 16 Dec 2020 |
Europe by Rail



The major difference between first and second class on most trains is the clientele the folks in the first-class compartment will be older and more sedate, with a lot of business travelers. Most families and young backpackers will be in second class. Both classes, of course, get to their destinations at the same time.
 



Information Bookshops




Last Updated on Tue, 15 Mar 2022 |
Rarotonga and the Cook




Cook Islands Herald (www.ciherald.co.ck ) Weekly newspaper with plenty of local features and all the latest gossip. Cook Islands News (www.cinews.co.ck ) The only daily newspaper in the Cook Islands has local, regional and international news, as well as shipping schedules, small ads and a local weather forecast. Cook Islands Sun Free tourist newspaper packed with useful info for visitors and plenty of adverts. Escape Excellent free glossy magazine produced by Air Rarotonga, available on all domestic flights and various places around the island. Contains a range of local interest articles about Rarotonga, Aitutaki and the Outer Islands. Jason's (www.jasons.com ) Publishes free fold-out maps of Rarotonga and a handy visitor's booklet.
 



Volunteer Opportunities In The Caribbean




Last Updated on Wed, 15 Jun 2022 |
Caribbean Islands



Caribbean Volunteer Expeditions (www.cvexp.org ) A US-based organization that sends volunteers to work on archaeology projects, artifact restoration and environmental preservation projects throughout the Caribbean. Fees typically cost about US 800 per week, including accommodations, food and land transportation, but not airfare. Earthwatch (www.earthwatch.org ) As it says on the homepage, 'Leonardo DiCaprio and Earthwatch want you to be a hero for the planet.' Projects include hanging out in rainforests in Puerto Rico and swimming with tropical fish in US Virgin Islands. Rates for two-week courses range from US 700 to US 4000, including meals, accommodations and airfare. Healing Hands for Haiti (www.healinghandsforhaiti.org ) A foundation dedicated to bringing rehabilitation medicine to Haiti. You don't need a medical background to join a 10-day medical mission, which costs about US 1500, not including airfare.
 



The Magic of the Split Ticket




Last Updated on Mon, 28 Feb 2022 |
Guerrilla Tactics 


Travelers unable to find a reasonably priced advance-purchase, roundtrip airfare with no Saturday night requirement, or who do not want to engage in a back-to-back strategy, should check out a split ticket strategy. Las Vegas is possibly the best city for finding cheap airfares for two reasons 1. Gamblers want to spend their money on slot machines and poker tables not airfares. If the airfare is too high, most gamblers will simply stay home and wait till the weekend. 2. Two of the nation's low-cost airlines Southwest and America West use Las Vegas as a hub city and offer excellent prices with or without advance purchase. Frequently, major carriers will match the prices of their low-fare brethren in competitive markets, which may be preferable for those trying to rack up frequent flyer miles. For tickets to Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia, London may be a perfect intermediate city since economy-class prices are very competitive both into and out of the city.
 



Air Travel to Australia, Coming from Europe




Last Updated on Wed, 11 May 2022 |
Living in Australia



With Europe airfares to Australia high and trips really long, why not turn that stopover in an Asian city into a short holiday Book yourself into a hotel and enjoy the experience of discovering new places, tasting great food and becoming aware of a new culture. You will pay the additional airport taxes and probably some fee for interrupting your flight. But think of the savings you make if you compare these costs to the usual airfares to Australia from Asia , when you book a holiday from scratch.


 



UK Tax and Duty Free Allowances




Last Updated on Fri, 11 Aug 2023 |
Tax Free Travel



Frances Tuke, spokesperson for the Association of British Travel Agents, said Travel habits and consumer spending have changed significantly over the past15 years. Whether the destination is New York or New Delhi, the purpose business or pleasure, these new allowances bring greater freedom for the public.
 



Where to shop at New York JFK's Terminal 7 ....




Wed, 27 Apr 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



New York JFK's Terminal 7 (T7) has a claim to fame. It is the only terminal at the airport and on US soil that has a foreign airline calling the shots. UK flag carrier British Airways rules the roost in this part of JFK although T7 is also used by other One World airlines such as Qantas, Cathay Pacific and ANA. The British airline has made a decent effort of improving the terminal's commercial offer, pumping some 30m into expanding and upgrading the commercial offer in 2008.British Airways' contract to run T7 runs out in 2015. There is some doubt whether the airline will continue to use the facility as its long-term base at JFK. Frequent flyers may rue a possible departure by the Brits as this 12-gate terminal currently has one of the best shopping and dining offers of any terminal at the airport, as well as great lounges and a beauty spa. Retail highlights include a large duty-free shop, plenty of designer brands and a welcome Big Apple-feel to many of the restaurants and cafes.
 



Emirates In Flight Duty Free Shopping



	




	




	




	




	








Last Updated on Wed, 04 Oct 2023 |
Tax Free Travel
|
2 comments 



This desert metropolis is full of shopping malls and souks. And of course, Dubai airport boasts the best-known duty-free store on the planet Dubai Duty Free. It's no surprise then that Duabi-based Emirates Airlines runs a big shopping business too. In fact, the airline achieved duty-free sales of over 60m ( 40.1m) last year.Emirates' shopping business isn't confined to the normal inflight duty-free catalogue. Yes, passengers can shop from the sizeable 'Emirates Duty Free Collection' catalogue, but the airline also runs an online retail operation called www.emirateshighstreet.com, which ships to over 60 countries worldwide. It is open to anyone as long as they enroll in Emirate's Skywards frequent flyer programme (membership is free).Emirates also runs seven official Emirates Merchandise stores in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). These shops are aimed at kids and aviation enthusiasts.
 



Shopping on the fly at Montréal-Trudeau airport ....




Sun, 01 May 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



Travellers waiting for a domestic flight in Concourse A won't be able to buy duty-free, of course, but there is a trendy istore (Gate 47), which sells Apple consumer electronics, to help pass the time. It stocks ipods, chargers, cables, docking stations, portable speakers, cases and headphones. Check out the company's website, www.boutiqueistore.com, for a full rundown of what is on offer.If you thought Bentley was a classic British car manufacturer, think again. It is also the name of Canada's largest luggage retailer with over 350 stores nationwide including one outlet at Gate 1 of Concourse A. It sells a wide range of luggage, handbags, hats, gloves and leather accessories.Over in the international Concourse B we particularly like the Les D lices de rable outlet at Gate 52, which is a boutique entirely dedicated to maple syrup-based products.
 



Korean Air Inflight Duty Free Shopping




Last Updated on Wed, 22 Mar 2023 |
Tax Free Travel




Korean Air accepts five different currencies for cash payments onboard Korean won, US dollars, Japanese Yen, the Euro and the Chinese Yuan. The airline also accepts travellers' cheques and credit card purchases of up to 1,500 ( 975).Eager Internet shoppers will be happy to learn Korean Air does offer an online pre-order service, which can be accessed Passengers have to make their orders at least 48 hours before your flight leaves Korea. Alternatively, you can order over the phone. Call 080-656-4545 if you are inside Korea, or 08000-6564545 for international orders.Note that if you spend a minimum online of 500 ( 422), you will receive a discount coupon worth 30,000 Korean Won ( 17.50). You can redeem the coupon on your next purchase as long as you spend 50,000 Korean won ( 29) or more. Passengers can also gain SKYPASS, the airline's frequent flyer reward programme, by pre-ordering online and accumulating SKYPOINTS.
 



A shopping guide to Miami Central Terminal




Wed, 11 May 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



We hate to be ageist here at taxfreetravel, but Miami Central Terminal is not getting any younger. The 1950s terminal handles around 10 of the airport's total passenger traffic, which is perhaps why it has been left on the side-lines, while the airport's North and South Terminals, have been given multi-million dollar revamps.Now there are dim-and-distant plans to refurbish the facility, which houses a host of carriers including Delta, British Airways and AirTran Airways, which would see the Central Terminal brought up to the same standards as the two terminals it sits between. Yet with Miami international saddled with a high amount of debt, it is anyone's guess when the builders will finally move in.In the meantime passengers will have to make do with a so-so shopping offer, which many frequent flyers believe could do with a bit of a shake-up.
 



Southern comfort in Marseille ....




Wed, 11 May 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



With a population of just over 850,000, the city of Marseilles is second only to Paris in size yet its airport ranks fifth among France's biggest gateways after Paris's two hubs, Nice C te d'Azur Airport also on the south coast, and Lyon's Saint-Exup ry Airport.Since 1934, the Marseille Provence Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) has managed the gateway which has not been growing as fast as it would like. In 2011 traffic fell by -2.1 - the only airport in the top 15 to see a decline in passenger numbers.Nevertheless, Marseille Provence acts as a major Mediterranean portal for low cost carriers in particular. The airport invested in the mp terminal which opened in 2006 as a strategic way to make it a home airport for this market. Ryanair is now one of its main tenants serving a number of cities across Europe as well as tourist destinations in North Africa.
 



Zimbabwe Duty Free Allowances




Last Updated on Wed, 22 Mar 2023 |
Tax Free Travel




Duty free allowances and exemptions to Zimbabwe are below and may not be claimed more than once in any one calendar month.Alcohol A maximum of 5 litres of alcohol of which no more than 2 litres may be alcoholic spirits. These are available to persons of 18 years of age or over.Personal Effects Each person, irrespective of age, is permitted a maximum allowance of USD 300 or equivalent in new and used personal effects including tobacco products for the duration of their stay.Tobacco See Personal Effects allowances, above.Cosmetics Cosmetics and make-up are permitted within your personal effect allowance, however, skin lightening creams containing hydroquinone and mercury are prohibited.Restricted List Local and foreign currency is permitted, but restricted in amounts and you will need to check with your travel agent or Embassy before departing your country of origin.This is a guide only.
 



Chicago O'Hare: where to shop and dine




Wed, 11 May 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



Chicago O'Hare may have lost the title of the world's busiest airport to Atlanta many years ago, but it consistently outscores its rival in terms of customer satisfaction.Over the past decade the US' second largest hub, which is named after a famous ace World II fighter pilot, Butch O'Hare, has regularly been voted as the Best Airport in North America' by titles such as Business Traveler Magazine and Global Traveler Magazine.O'Hare is too small for the 80m people who use it each year and is often plagued by flight delays and cancellations at peak times. Nonetheless, O'Hare gets marked up by frequent flyers for its clean facilities, high-tech visitor information centres, world-renowned art exhibitions, and excellent facilities for travelling families. How many other airports can boast a children's museum, for example
 



Iceland: Double the duty free ....




Last Updated on Thu, 04 Jan 2024 |
Tax Free Travel



Iceland may be rather dark for several months a year, but this is more than outweighed by the round-the-clock daylight of its spectacular summers. Another benefit of Reykjavik's Keflavik Airport is that you can shop tax-free at both arrivals and departures. So as well as being awed by the stark beauty of this country's unique natural attractions, you get treated to some awesome tax-free shopping twice.Keflavik Airport (known as KEF for short or Reykjavik-Keflavik Airport for long) is Iceland's largest airport. Its two-level Leifur Eir ksson Air Terminal was extended in 2001 and is spacious, comfortable and bright. It now incorporates the South Building (not a separate terminal), with Air Iceland and Iceland Express being its main carriers. In 2012, the UK's no-frills airline EasyJet will introduce a brand new Luton Keflavik route, opening up budget travel to this fascinating destination.
 



Charlotte Douglas Airport • Welcome to airport heaven ....




Wed, 15 Jun 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



You'd be forgiven for thinking that this green, tree-filled utopia is merely a frequent flyer's pipedream of how airports could be. But it's not. It's real. Welcome to North Carolina's Charlotte Douglas International Airport, winner of the International Air Transport Association's Airport of the Year 2010 and a newcomer in many industry Top 10s. As such, it's not hard to imagine how pleased Duty Free Americas were to open their two outlets in this futuristic and fabulous destination.Located near North Carolina's Renaissance Park and close to the border with South Carolina, the airport is five miles from Charlotte's financial district. In 2010 it was the world's seventh busiest airport, with a colossal 38 million passengers per year.The largest hub for US Airways activity, the central passenger terminal at Charlotte Douglas is a shopper's paradise, with five concourses (A-E) fanning out to the airport's four runways.
 



Taxfreetravel guide to Etihad On-Board Duty Free Shopping




Last Updated on Fri, 14 Apr 2023 |
Tax Free Travel
|
1 comment 



Some of Etihad's fleet are equipped with the latest Panasonic seatback entertainment systems. If you are lucky enough to be travelling on one of these aircraft, you will be able to purchase duty-free goods from your seat. Look out for the shopping cart icon on the system's menu page. If your plane isn't fitted with the Panasonic system, you will just have to shop the old fashioned way and wait for the duty-free trolley to roll past.It's also worth mentioning that Etihad's duty-free shopping brochure is linked to the airline's frequent flyer programme. Shoppers earn two Etihad Guest Miles for every 1 ( 0.66) they spend onboard.If you are looking for a fragrance as a gift or a treat to yourself, you will be spoilt for choice onboard Etihad. The current (February 2013) range includes all the latest releases such as Dolce & Gabbana Desire (( 112 AED411 74), Versace Crystal Noir ( 91 AED334 60) and Gucci Guilt Black Pour Femme ( 98 AED360 65).
 



Hitting the shopping jackpot at Las Vegas McCarran




Wed, 15 Jun 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



If you are partial to a flutter, Las Vegas McCarran is perhaps not the perfect airport to be waiting in should you be delayed or have a long wait for a connecting flight. Your wallet could well take a pounding as there are over 1,000 slot machines installed around this giant 95-gate airport. Competing for tourist dollars is what Sin City with its mega-casinos and 24-hour party atmosphere has always done best so why should the city's airport act any differently To be fair to McCarran, however, there are plenty of other less addictive attractions for passengers to while away the time. There is a fitness centre, an aviation-themed play area, numerous public art works and even an aviation museum. And, as if we could forget, there are also over 150 shops, restaurants and caf s, which are spread out across both Terminal 1, (which boasts four concourses (A-D) and handles domestic flights), Terminal 2 and the newly opened Terminal 3.
 



Lufthansa Inflight Duty Free Shopping




Last Updated on Tue, 17 Oct 2023 |
Tax Free Travel
|
1 comment 


The WorldShop offer is packed with top quality brands and is clearly targeted at wealthy passengers. That's not necessarily a bad thing but a few more special deals wouldn't go amiss, and while we're grumbling, it's a shame Lufthansa doesn't offer an online pre-order service.On the plus side, WorldShop does a great job of targeting male passengers with a broad range of products, something not many other airlines do well. We should point out that Lufthansa does have a wider online shopping service, which it operates from www.worldshop.eu. It's open to members of the airline's Miles & More shopping programme.The site offers a wide range of goods from the following categories Home & Living, Vinothek (wine), Lifestyle & Accessories, Sports & Wellness, Kids & Fun, Entertainment & Media, Travel & Luggage and Lufthansa & Aviation (branded toys, apparel and luggage). As in the in-flight catalogue, top-quality brands feature heavily.
 



Singapore Airlines Inflight Duty Free Shopping




Wed, 17 Aug 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



If you don't want to do a job yourself, call in an expert. This is what Singapore Airlines has done with its inflight duty-free business, outsourcing it to a specialist retailer. It was a good decision. The airline's Krisshop duty-free brochure and pre-order website, www.krisshopair.com, are both well put-together with a welcome focus on exclusive products, promotions and gifts.Let's start with that website. Singapore Airlines does offer an online pre-order service. Payment has to be made with a credit card and all orders must be made at least three days before your flight is due for departure.Singapore Airlines sells an extensive range of mail order goods online. The selection includes luggage from Samsonite and Rimowa glassware from Riedel and Vinum, as well as electronics from Sennheiser (headphones), Fujifilm (cameras) and Toshiba (tablets). There are also some Singapore Airlines branded shoulder bags.Note that the mail order prices quoted on www.krisshopair.
 



Stuttgart: the Michelin-starred airport ….




Wed, 17 Aug 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



To compare flight costs to your desired destination, log onto the Internet via the airport's speedy wireless LAN network (charges apply) or pop along to the travel agency paradise in Terminal 3 (level 4). Over 30 agencies are clustered here, including Thomas Cook and TUI tours. For frequent-flyers criss-crossing the time zones, a world-class watch isn't merely an executive accessory, it's a fashion statement. With many designs exclusive to tax-free and in-flight travel retail, seize the moment with a new business-like watch from Aviator, Hugo Boss, Omega or Tag Heuer, and treat yourself to a casually cool one from designers like Gio Goi, Ice, Diesel, Breo or Puma.
 



Cost Breakdown To Visit Iguazu Falls Brazilian Side




Last Updated on Fri, 14 Apr 2023 |
Travel Guides
|
4 comments 



In general, The cheapest airfares you'll find are from February (after Carnival) to May and then less so (but still cheapish) from August to November. If you are traveling from a major hub, like New York or Miami for instance, you'll sometimes find tickets for as low as US 699 including taxes.
 



Complete Iguazu Falls Travel Guide




Last Updated on Tue, 30 Aug 2022 |
Travel Guides



Because the falls lie exactly on the border each side of the falls has its own airport. Because these airports are small domestic flights into both airports are much cheaper than international flights. What does this mean If you are touring Brazil and traveling in from, let's say, Rio de Janeiro you will pay FAR less to fly into the Brazilian side. The same holds true for Argentina. The two airports on either side are Argentine Cataratas del Iguazu International Airport (IGR) and the Brazilian Foz do Igua u International Airport (IGU). Notice they have similar airport codes - be extremely careful when researching and booking flights.
 



The 7 Holiday Destinations You Must Visit This Summer




Last Updated on Tue, 19 Dec 2023 |
Travel Guides



If you are in much need of a relaxing break, which is filled with sun, sea, and sand, start booking flights to Menorca for this summer. The unspoiled island is ideal for families, as it offers stunning blue waters, natural walking trails, and a wide array of restaurants and bars to choose from.
 



Brazil Vs Argentina Iguazu Falls View: Which Is Better?




Last Updated on Fri, 14 Apr 2023 |
Travel Guides
|
2 comments 


Because the falls lie exactly on the border each side of the falls has its own airport. Because these airports are small domestic flights into both airports are much cheaper than international flights. What does this mean If you are touring Brazil and traveling in from, let's say, Rio de Janeiro you will pay FAR less to fly into the Brazilian side. The same holds true for Argentina. Because the falls lie exactly on the border each side of the falls has its own airport. Because these airports are small domestic flights into both airports are much cheaper than international flights. What does this mean If you are touring Argentina and traveling in from, let's say, Buenos Aires you will pay FAR less to fly into the Argentine airport. The same holds true for Brazil.
 



Rio De Janeiro Travel Guide




Last Updated on Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Guides



In general, The cheapest airfares you'll find are from February (after Carnaval) to May and then less so (but still cheapish) from August to November. If you are traveling from a major hub, like New York or Miami for instance, you'll sometimes find tickets for as low as US 699 including taxes.
 



Skyscanner Best Tips & Tricks




Last Updated on Mon, 26 Sep 2022 |
Travel Guides



Finding cheap flights is one of the essential skills you have to possess if you are going travel on a budget. I recently did a Skyscanner snapchat tutorial (PS if you don't already, make sure you follow me on snapchat tessajuliette) and got a ton of questions and feedback. So here is a more in depth guide Sometimes you are missing the cheap flight home just by one day. Search a one way under the month option and see if you can change the dates of your travel plans.
 



What was in your 80s backpack? An old fart remembers




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



I started to think back as to the contents of that first backpack, and thought back to what I decided to carry around Europe for 8 weeks back in 1987. In the days before Ryanair I was no more likely to take a flight than walk to the moon, so I never had the chance of an airport weigh-in. But thinking about it now it must have been a very heavy bag, given the clunky stuff I decided I had to carry.
 



Flight Delay Compensation - surprisingly easy to claim




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



I filled in the online form (you don't need boarding pass stubs just names, dates and flight numbers will do). and within a week I'd heard back from BA that they were sending me a cheque for 935 suddenly that long flight delay wasn't so painful after all. And then I remembered a second delay, only last year, on a work assignment we both undertook to Germany sure enough, within a couple of weeks I had another 380 refunded from Easyjet. Easy money. Martin makes the valid point that just because you can make a claim doesn't mean that you should, and that the result of many people claiming is bound to be a price hike for all of us. Like him I am reluctant to become part of the compensation culture, but I thought back to the many flights we've taken on those two airlines (it must be at least 50 on BA and probably more than that on Easyjet).


 



Melbourne Australia Travel Guide




Last Updated on Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Guides



Melbourne is a great city in Australia to visit year-round but each month has its own pro and cons. Melbourne is also one of the driest cities in Australia, another reason you can visit here year-round. Personally, I think the best time to visit most popular destinations is during shoulder season, Melbourne is no different. Shoulder season in Melbourne are the months of March, May, September, November. These months have moderate temperatures and lower crowds. You'll also find that airfare to Australia tends to lower in these months as well. Regular bus The cheapest way to get to Melbourne city center from the airport is by bus. You will want the 901 bus, it departs from the bus zone which is located outside the budget airline terminal (terminal 4). Take the 901 bus to Broadmeadows station and from there transfer to whichever train gets you closest to your final destination. Usually, this route takes around 75 minutes.
 



Why your air miles might be worth less than you think




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



If you want to fly to New York next week the good news that the cost of the flight with British Airways is a mere 94 return. Before you go rushing off to bag a bargain flight you might stop to ask what's the catch If I try to spend my BA miles on a European flight the situation is even more ridiculous. A flight to Pisa in May for example will cost me 15,000 BA miles. It will also cost me 65.50 in taxes, compared to the regular flight which is 96.50 including all taxes. So here my miles are worth 31 again around the 0.002 mark. To add insult to injury I found an Easyjet flight on the same day to the same destination for 61.72 return including all fees and taxes I would pay BA more than this in taxes on top of the 15,000 BA miles
 



Why UK tourism is still all about London




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



Does the real opportunity come from low-cost airlines that are able to bring European visitors directly to the regional airports If we can fly to Bratislava on the cheap for an easy weekend break from many UK airports, what's stopping people flying the other way to Leeds, Cardiff or Newcastle to do the same Having lived in many UK cities over the last 20 years I've seen just how much there is on offer to the visitor in any part of the country. I often wonder why those Easyjet and Ryanair flights seem to be packed with Brits, while few Germans, Croats, Spaniards or Estonians make the return journey. Is the UK so expensive It certainly gets cheaper as you venture outside of the tourist spots of London. Is it our weather As any Brit will testify there are occasions when we'd all like to escape but we also enjoy far more good weather than our reputation suggests.
 



Tell-tale signs of a free press flight




Wed, 31 Aug 2022 |
Travel Stories



There once was a time (long before I started this writing lark) when airlines were only too willing to offer free flights to travel writers. The usual payback for them was a mention in the factbox at the end of the article that would later be produced. The world has moved on and now you find travel writers frequently bemoaning an airline's reluctance to offer a seat on a plane, even when the writer is heading out to write an article that might promote one of their most important routes.
 



Tan Son Nhat - Ho Chi Minh City - Airport Duty Free




Last Updated on Fri, 29 Dec 2023 |
Tax Free Travel
|
1 comment 


With the two independent terminals (domestic and international) came space, some have described as cavernous. Space that feels unusually empty for a large international airport. Given that only passengers are allowed within the airport buildings friends, family and colleagues not being allowed unless they have an airline ticket, you do accept that it's not as crowded as most airports but the main reason is there are very little in the way of the normal amenities you would expect to find. Most international airports are crammed with everything from business centers, transit hotels, ATM's, huge duty free shopping areas, even the odd bank or two. But here, where they could have put in so much there is little or nothing. Even the pre-launch and much publicized specialist retail areas offering internet services, entertainment areas, health and beauty care have yet to materialize.
 



Asia's busiest airport to embrace international future




Last Updated on Fri, 01 Sep 2023 |
Tax Free Travel
|
1 comment 


In terms of size Tokyo Haneda ranks alongside giant international hubs such as London Heathrow, Paris Charles de Gaulles and Los Angeles International. Japan's largest airport handled 66.73 million passengers last year, making it the busiest airport in Asia and fourth busiest in the list of the world's largest airports behind Atlanta-Hartsfield, Chicago O Hare and London Heathrow.What marks Haneda out from the rest of the pack, however, is that the vast majority of passengers passing through are travelling on domestic flights. Tokyo's increasingly overcrowded Narita airport has traditionally handled the capital's international flights, leaving Haneda, located 30 minutes south of the city, to cover domestic services.It is a shame that flights to the two airports have been set up this way. Haneda is situated much closer to Tokyo than distant Narita. In fact, it is a short, half-hour train ride away.
 



Lisbon: surprises in store ….




Fri, 02 Sep 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



Portugal has not had an easy time of it since the financial crisis of 2008. While bailed-out Greece and Ireland have had the bulk of media attention almost entirely negative Portugal, like its neighbour Spain, has struggled and it shows.On the bright side you may think this means that passenger terminals might be less congested, well think again the two at Portela remain quite busy. National airline TAP Portugal dominates the gateway, the most westerly for a European capital city, and a TAP flight is a strong possibility for anyone in Europe travelling to South America, and Brazil in particular, as connections to Latin countries are better here than from other airports in Europe apart from Madrid.Portela has seen improvements for passengers. A new Terminal 2 in 2007, now used for domestic flights, helped to ease over-crowding while the main Terminal 1 is the international hub and has also been extended.
 



London Gatwick Duty Free - choices for everyone




Fri, 02 Sep 2022 |
Tax Free Travel



There is no question that duty and tax free shopping at Gatwick airport the UK's second airport with around 35m passengers a year is excellent. The biggest problem is ensuring that you have enough time, having battled with check in and security, to explore and enjoy the offer. Scheduled carrier check-in is generally not too bad, but the queues for low-cost carriers (particularly easyJet in the North Terminal) can be dire taking up to two hours in busy holiday periods. Security can also be on the slow side Gatwick South has an additional security point upstairs on the Gatwick Village level which can be a quicker route.What we like about shopping airside at Gatwick is that the choice seems to be in tune with the profile of passengers using the airport (common-sense we know, but not always the case ) .
 



How to Spend 2 Weeks in Vietnam




Tue, 06 Sep 2022 |
Travel Tools



We arrive via Tan Son Nhat International Airport flying with the budget airline Scoot from Singapore. There are many other airlines flying out of Hoi Ch Minh including Vietnam Airlines, Jetstar, Vierjet, Air Asia, Singapore Airlines, Qatar, Etihad and so on. The price is 1999 AUD per person with return airfares from Melbourne. Transfers, accommodation and breakfast are included.
 



4 Game Of Thrones Season 7 Film Locations You Have To Visit In Real Life




Mon, 26 Sep 2022 |
Travel Guides



Wow Air, Iceland Air, and tons of other airlines have cheap flights to Iceland. Once in Iceland, rent a camper van and drive the Ring Road to Kirkjufell. A parking lot lies right beside this famous place making it incredibly accessible. Fly from Europe to the cheapest possible city and then take a smaller budget airline to Dubrovnik. I suggest staying in the old town to get a full experience. I stayed at St. Josephs and LOVED the experience.
 



Traveling To The Us - How The Esta Impacts It




Mon, 26 Sep 2022 |
Travel Guides



Though an ESTA may look like a visa, it is not so in reality. To begin with, ESTA is all about travel to the US, in particular, and the system is only open to participating countries benefitting from the VWP. The ESTA makes travel pre-requirements easier for business travelers and tourists from the qualifying countries. The ESTA online application process needs less requirements compared to a visa process and the response comes immediately. This makes it a more practical, comfortable, and convenient option for visitors from participating countries who travel to the US for a period equal to 90 days or less.
 



What To Expect At A Luxury Safari Lodge In Kruger




Last Updated on Mon, 26 Sep 2022 |
Travel Guides



Before you head out to Africa, you have to book the actual thing. Although I usually stay away from travel agents, and like to do everything myself, this is one of those instances I encourage you to use them . They will negotiate extras and transfers that you can't get just booking online. I didn't know this before I left and when I booked my stay at Lukimbi , I actually booked them right on hotels.com . It did make me feel better that I was getting a competitive rate, but I think going through a travel agent might have been a bit better.
 



Hanoi: You Are My Fire, My One Desire




Last Updated on Sun, 02 Oct 2022 |
Lifetime Adventure



To get to Tam Coc, you can book a tour from any travel agency in Hanoi which will cost around 12-15 USD. Or you can DIY like Hutch by going to the local bus station that will take you to Ninh Binh.I can no longer find any words or adjectives for Hanoi so I'll let my boys take it away
 



How To Backpack Southeast Asia For A Month On A College Student Budget Under $1000




Tue, 04 Oct 2022 |
Female Travel



How I saved on airfare tickets Remember, I'm based in the Philippines so my airfare will be a lot cheaper. My route started in Bangkok, which is basically your gateway to Southeast Asia . If SEAsia had a capital, it would be Bangkok. My ticket from Manila to Bangkok was a Christmas present from my mother-in-law. Since she was planning on going to Bangkok in January, she wanted me and my husband to join. I saved 70 from that. I would have saved more if I decided to fly out of Thailand too, but I opted to just purchase my own ticket back on my own.
 



An Intensive Analysis of Philippines' Best Islands




Tue, 04 Oct 2022 |
Female Travel



Not only is Cebu blessed with very attractive beaches, but what's underneath the surface is actually world-class too. Many divers consider their dives in Cebu their best ones and it's easy to understand why. A truly diverse marine life lies under the Cebu seas from an extraordinary sardines run (with thousands of thousands of them ) in Moalboal, thresher sharks in Malapascua , and incredible whale sharks in Oslob , you are guaranteed to have an unrivaled underwater adventure. Cebu also has some of the most wonderful waterfalls I've ever seen and I wouldn't miss a few of them if I were you. One way to get to one of their best waterfalls (Kawasan ) is by canyoneering through Matutinao River . Not your ordinary river though Imagine a three-hour trek through beautiful canyons and rocky terrains which is 80 water expect jumping through waterfalls and sliding through boulders The freshest blue water leads to an even more delightful treat once you reach Kawasan.
 



The Abc's Of Backpacking South East Asia




Last Updated on Wed, 05 Oct 2022 |
Female Travel



Overland travel is quite easy in SeAsia. Just a quick reminder though, do not set your expectations as to what you see on the pictures online. VIP does not necessarily mean VIP, especially on the public train. The buses are very reliable and it's easy to book them. Although they say it's cheaper to book straight from the bus ticketing office, booking through my hostels or the travel agency around are just as legitimate. In countries like Cambodia and Vietnam, booking through agencies and hostels came with a pick-up ride to the terminal itself.
 



Sapporo Winter Festival -the Most Magnificent Snow And Ice Sculptures In Japan




Thu, 06 Oct 2022 |
Travel Tips



You should be booking flights and accommodation for the Sapporo Snow Festival like today Millions of people attend the event every year, so you can only imagine how packed it gets. Our trip organizer booked the trip for us in September and locked everything down. Oh ya rockstar planning
 



The Best Travel Planning Tips For An Awesome Trip Free Travel Planner Printable




Last Updated on Sat, 08 Oct 2022 |
Travel Tips



The biggest rule to getting the best flight rates is being FLEXIBLE. That means being open to when and where to travel. Skyscanner is my favorite search engine for scouting for cheap flights. They have Everywhere as an option for destination which will show you a list of cheap flights to anywhere in the world from your departure point. As well, they have a Cheapest month option for travel time. Everything is displayed in handy charts for comparison. It's a really fun tool to play with and for inspiring new travel goals. You can also set up price alerts for the travel dates you want for a certain destination and get emails when the price changes. So handy Having said the above point of being flexible with travel timing to score deals, It's important to check the weather pattern of the destination for your travel dates. It's easy to forget this when you are over the moon about having found a cheap flight. Sometimes, flights are cheap because it's during a yucky season.
 



Why I Dumped Kris Flyer For Miles And More




Last Updated on Tue, 01 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



For more than a decade I've been the holder of a Kris Flyer frequent flyer card from Singapore Airlines. As great as Singapore Airlines are I've finally come to my senses and moved to Miles And More for my Star Alliance frequent flyer points. People who have read my book on frequent flyer schemes know how I advocate being the member of at least one airline scheme for each of the three major alliances Star Alliance, Sky Team and One World. This allows efficient gathering of frequent flyer points from trips with most major airlines. However I don't advocate splitting your points for each alliance across more than one frequent flyer scheme, that is wasteful and a detrimental way to achieving a goal of free flights or higher status on schemes. When I first began flying frequently more than 15 years ago I was relatively naive about frequent flyer schemes. I'd sign up for almost each airline I flew with.
 



KLM Hand Baggage Policy Is Driving Me Nuts




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



To be fair I've been taking short haul KLM flights to Schiphol for 15 years now. Little wonder I've become Platinum Elite for life on their frequent flyer scheme, Flying Blue. Now as I read the hand baggage policy on the KLM website www.klm.com it says that for Economy class on European flights I am allowed - As I sat in my seat on the flight I watched economy class passengers gleefully walk down the aisle with 2 or 3 pieces of hand luggage. They were not all size compliant to the KLM baggage policy either since, some were a fair size bigger than my one piece cabin bag with wheels which I know from experience and measurements is an acceptable size for the cabin. As I went to board the flight the ticket agent was delighted to inform me that I'd been upgraded. Yes I'd received a complimentary upgrade. This was, no doubt, in recognition of my loyalty and high status with them as a frequent flyer. Oh and it was also because it was a busy flight .
 



Air France Travel Amenity Kits Review




Last Updated on Thu, 01 Feb 2024 |
Frequent Traveller



Overall I would say it is a fairly basic selection for an airline travel kit. Maybe the addition of a pen for completing immigration forms would be a nice idea (Pens are available to use on request. If you already had a pen it would save on asking for one.) Premium Economy is a move up from economy class seats so to receive something like this as an amenity kit for travel is appreciated. Having said that the contents would probably only be of benefit for the duration of the flight.
 



KLM Crown Lounge Schipol Airport Review




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



Inside the KLM Crown Lounge there is a lot of space once you pass the registration desk. My lounge pass was effectively either a business class ticket for my next flight (either KLM or a SkyTeam partner) or my high status in the KLM frequent flyer program Flying Blue. Directly behind the check-in desks are KLM service desks plus a desk dedicated to Flying Blue (the Air France KLM frequent flyer scheme).
 



First Time Flying: What You Need To Know If You've Never Flown Before




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



When I was experiencing my first time flying most people used a travel agent to book their flight tickets. I found this quite useful since I could speak to a real person and ask questions about flight options, going to the airport and the whole flight experience. Now we are in the 21st Century and most people book cheap flight tickets online. This means you can often arrange a flight without ever speaking to someone in the travel industry. So here are a few things to know before you arrange a flight. You should research your destination and find out if you need to apply for a visa before buying your air ticket. You can research this via travel websites or your national government's foreign office website. You should worry more about your visa than of the price of the airfare going up. If you book a flight and don't get a visa in time then you will not be allowed to board your flight. With all this information you can now find your flight.
 



Automated Passport Control In Atlanta Hartsfield International Airport



	




	




	




	




	








Last Updated on Wed, 11 Jan 2023 |
Frequent Traveller



Whilst I can't quite see the need for repeating the process of having your picture and fingerprints taken I do like these new Automated Passport Control Machines in Atlanta Hartsfield International Airport. The horrendous bottleneck of Passport Control in Atlanta may be resolved Could 2 hours change over time from an international to a domestic flight finally be a realistic goal
 



How The Latest Technology Inventions Have Changed Travel Experiences




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



Visiting a travel agent was often a key part of travel. You'd go in each year and collect the latest travel brochures to bring home and rummage through with your partner. Then booking your holiday or flight was a timely process as you visited the travel agent shop in person. These travel agent shops still exist today but I can't remember the last time I used one. With online holiday comparison sites and flight booking engine tools like Skyscanner and Jetradar I can search and book 24 hours a day. My, how the latest technology inventions has changed the travel booking process to be quick and easy. I often go to the airport and just present my frequent flyer card and passport and the boarding passes are either issued in person or by a machine. Many airports now allow you to book yourself in.
 



Excuse Me, I'm British. Please Form A Queue




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



Believe it or not airlines deem it okay for me to go to the front of the queue. I am often qualified as having Sky Priority or Preferred Boarding status. This is either through my high status with a frequent flyer scheme or my Business Class ticket. So what if you are late to make your flight Or maybe you have ridiculous flight connections like I had with domestic flight connections in China.
 



Lufthansa Premium Economy Review



	




	




	




	




	








Last Updated on Thu, 01 Feb 2024 |
Frequent Traveller
|
2 comments 


For the unaware it is probably best to explain exactly what is premium economy. It is a class of travel comfort which is between economy class and business class. Relatively ideal for long haul flights you gain the advantage of more legroom, comfy seats and some extra luxuries which you wouldn't find in economy. Airline tickets cost a little bit more and it is a matter of personal preference as to whether you should pay more for the extra comfort you get in the economy vs premium economy debate. Seating was arranged in a 2-4-2 formation so I was glad that I was on the left side on a row of 2. Much as I prefer a window seat in Business Class, when it comes to any form of economy class flying I tend to opt for aisle seats just in case nature calls.
 



How to Get the Cheapest Flights to Anywhere in the World




Last Updated on Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Immersive Travel Guide



Researching flights can take hours upon hours, and even after all the time you invest you still might not find the kind of deal you were looking for. That's why you shouldn't discount the power of travel agents. Not only can they sometimes find deals that you don't have access to, but you can also bring in your own research and see if they'll price match or even beat the price. Scott's Cheap Flights is an email subscription service that will send you some of the best airfare deals on the web. The way it works is that Scott spends his days browsing the web for the cheapest international flights - whether it's a mistake made by an airline or an incredible seat sale - and emails these offers directly to your inbox, including information on how to book the deal, which airports you can depart from, the airline offering the flights, available dates for the deal, and the average normal price for the route. When you sign up, all you have to do is enter your home region (ie.
 



Antofagasta Airport Review ANF




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



The checking-in area of Antofagasta Airport is far from a hive of activity. There are only 2 check-in desks which serve the two local airlines offering domestic flights. I suppose the airport in Antofagasta has moved with the times somewhat since there were some of those computerised self check-in units. As great as the concept is they could not find my booking by either passport number, e-ticket number or my frequent flyer card. Not a great start.
 



Business Class On Etihad Airlines Review




Thu, 03 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



I've read some positive travel blogger experiences, plus my next door neighbour has taken numerous Etihad flights and speaks highly of them. He also advised me a while ago how the Etihad frequent flyer scheme, Etihad Guest were offering Gold status to those European frequent flyers who were high status elsewhere. I was quick to jump onto this time limited offer which has now passed. I was a little confused with the seat design since the in-flight magazines and entertainment guide were round a corner, out of sight from where you are sat. All that being said the entertainment selection was reasonable with a combination of new and old. Around half of the films were Hollywood titles. Then there were some from the UK, France, Italy, Spain, Russia plus a range of Arabic and Hindi offerings. I felt the range was okay but there were maybe more to choose from on a recent economy class Delta international flight.
 



Air France Premium Economy Review




Last Updated on Thu, 01 Feb 2024 |
Frequent Traveller
|
1 comment 


In the earlier years of travels (between 2000 and 2001) I had a lot of experience of long haul travel in economy class. Whilst my memories had faded a little they had not faded enough. In recent years I've still had the occasional experience. The boarding process at Paris Charles De Gaulle was certainly crowded. This was a big aircraft with hundreds of passengers. Thankfully due to my frequent flyer status I was able to join the Sky Priority lane and board first with the Business Class and First Class customers. As described the seat has reasonable width and a little bit more incline than an economy class seat. Clearly the very limited seat incline appeared to be offering little more than economy class seats. Probably a bigger cause of discomfort for me was the seat itself which left me feeling a slight pain in the small of my back. Certainly not a nice experience for that long a time on a plane.
 



Air France First Class Review Of Flight Shanghai To Paris




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



With over a million miles on my Flying Blue frequent flyer scheme I felt it time for an upgrade or two. I opted to upgrade the long haul flight from Shanghai to Paris for my visit in November 2014. Pretty soon my little assistant lady came along to advise me that boarding had begun. She then escorted me to the gate and even down the boarding ramp. This was a little bit of a novel experience even for a frequent flyer such as myself. She led me straight past everyone on the boarding ramp and straight up to the door of the aircraft
 



KLM Business Class Flight Review




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



I started getting used to the KLM Business Class experience in the summer of 2000 when I was seconded overseas in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. I've been travelling most months since so there is often a chance to fly with the KLM Royal Dutch Airline. I'm also a member of the KLM frequent flyer program Flying Blue. It used to be called The Flying Dutchman until the AirFrance KLM merger and then KLM became part of SkyTeam (and the programme merged with the Air France scheme). As we left the plane I was happy to see the KLM crew make sure that the Business Class passengers left before the Economy Class ones.
 



United Business Class Review




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



To further complicate things my work travel agent had advised United weeks in advance of my dietary requirements. A few weeks prior I'd had surgery and this had a big impact on my diet. I had to avoid breads, pastries and try to have light or preferably sloppy food. United Airlines informed our travel agent that they did not specifically cater for such dietary requirements but I could eat as much soup as I wanted on the flight. So what did the United Business Class menu contain It was also worth noting it was possible to join the airlines frequent flyer scheme which is United mileage plus. However since United are part of Star Alliance I was able to earn frequent flyer points with my Singapore Airlines KrisFlyer scheme. Sadly as is often the case now with many airlines they let the Economy Class passengers leave the aircraft at the same time as the Business Class travellers. Call me a snob if you want but I was travelling on a premium ticket.
 



My Review Of Hamburg Airport




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



I checked in for my flight with Easyjet fairly quickly in the airport departures area and quickly proceeded through airport security. Maybe I was lucky in my timing of mid-afternoon on a Friday since the queue at security was very small. I was feeling a bit peckish and knew that there was no complimentary snacks on an Easyjet flight. On the main floor of the terminal were a few sandwich shops and the odd bar. These seemed quite busy and I didn't really fancy the long queues or menus.
 



Why My Flights With Delta Have Never Been Great




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



On my most recent flight from Manchester to Atlanta I was surprised with some announcements. Whilst trying to watch a film my viewing was paused as an announcement came over the Business Class cabin informing us of the meal choices for the Economy Class Cabin. Do we really care Why can't the Economy Cabin receive a leaflet with the options like I did Oh yes, of course it is cost cutting. Just like the charges for alcohol on the flight when other airlines from other countries can provide a complimentary drink. It simply boils down to disembarking the plane once we've landed. Tradition (and indeed expectation in Business Class) is that the premium cabin leaves the plane first. Yet time and time again I am near the back of my cabin to leave the plane and see numerous Economy Class people being allowed off before me. In fact some of them are jockeying for position with me to get off Give it a rest will you Delta and sort it out.
 



This Is Where To Stay In Mykonos If You Don't Want A Boutique Hotel




Fri, 04 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



We also searched for direct flights with consolidated search engines such as CheapOAir and Skyscanner. We quickly identified that the best direct and cheapest flights from Manchester were with easyJet so that is who we used. We arrived on a Saturday lunchtime on our easyJet flight to Mykonos airport. We quickly found someone holding the Mina Studio sign and discovered that we'd been picked up by Kosmas (pronounced similar to Thomas as he told us) who was Mina's husband.
 



Top 10 Fastest Passengers Jets in the World




Sat, 05 Nov 2022 |
World of Extremes



Airbus A380 is a French Aircraft and Airbus industry produced this jet with 318 million cost. It can manage 525 passengers in three class division, and if all passengers are economy class, then it can accommodate 853 people. It has some models like A 380 700, A380 800 and A380 900. These all can fly with the speed of 676 miles per hour with a travel range of 15,700 kilometers. It can fly nonstop for 12 hours, and Emirates airline is a big buyer of A380. The model 800 and 900 both have four Rolls-Royce Trent 070 B engines.
 



Review Of Jet2 - My First Flight With Jet2.com




Sun, 06 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



As a professional traveller the prospect of flying with a discount carrier is not one I tend to relish. My dislike of my sole experience with Ryanair in 2003 was enough to put me off for life. However more recently I've come to experience easyjet and they seem very acceptable for short haul trips. Now it is time to provide my review of Jet2 also known as Jet2.com. I noted on my booking that it stated You must check in online and print off your boarding passes . This is something which was relatively easy to do as long as I had my passport details handy. I was also able to print my inbound, as well as outbound boarding pass in the same go. Thankfully none of this Ryanair nonsense where you strictly can't print boarding passes more than 7 days before the day of the flight. At first you don't know the gate for your flight. You are asked to wait in the terminal. You have to keep an eye on the flight information monitors to see which gate you'll fly from.
 



My Special Treat - First Class On The Emirates A380




Sun, 06 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



I am a long standing holder of the Emirates frequent flyer card Skywards. I've accumulated enough points for an upgrade and they'd probably just expire anyway, so what did I have to lose. Boarding was also quite stress free. There is a separate queue, tunnel and doorway onto the airbus a380 for business and 1st class travellers. This avoided the long queue for economy class passengers. Sat in seat 1K I was at the front of the upstairs cabin. The Emirates a380 seating plan has the upper deck exclusively assigned to First and Business Class. The slightly longer lower deck is all economy class.
 



China Southern Airlines Business Class Review




Sun, 06 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



I've flown China Southern before and have written a review of my economy class experience. However this year I had an opportunity to experience China Southern Airlines Business Class on a couple of domestic flights. It was a chance to find out if there was a decent step up from the rather poor showing in coach. I actually experienced China Southern Business on two flights in a row. I was returning to Shanghai from a weekend trip to southern China. I'd saved a fair bit of money by redeeming some frequent flyer miles with my KLM frequent flyer scheme, Flying Blue. This meant that I had the luxury of Business Class for a small Euro charge to cover taxes etc. The only immediate downside was that there was only one direct flight to Shanghai from Guangzhou that day and the flight was already full. As a result I had to fly there in a roundabout way with a connection.
 



Please Fasten Your Seatbelt




Last Updated on Fri, 02 Dec 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



As a frequent flyer myself, whilst taking many thousands of flights I continue to be perplexed and annoyed at the stupidity and impatience of others when it comes to knowing why to fasten your seatbelt. It is a simple process to just connect the belt until the buckle clicks. Only last year I was on a flight to the US. No sooner had the plane left the runway and began the long taxi to the gate that the idiots appeared. I was sat in Business Class, yet 2 guys from Economy Class came walking past with their bags in hand trying to get to the front of the plane. So as an experienced, in fact very experienced frequent flyer I plead with you. Don't be an idiot. Don't be annoying and don't be impatient.
 



20 Things To Know Before Visiting Indonesia




Last Updated on Tue, 07 Nov 2023 |
Budget Backpacking



Indonesia is world's largest island country, with more than seventeen thousand islands, so it's definitely not one to be underestimated Having said that, although it's not as easy to get round than say Thailand, it's still relatively straight forward with many domestic flights, boats and cheap scooter rentals. When you try to book your domestic flights online, it's usually the cheapest and best to book right on the airlines website. However, there are often problems with foreign credit cards. These problems are widely known but simply not addressed. For example, I couldn't book a flight on Lion Air that I wanted, so I had to book Garuda Indonesia. To be fair, when I got to the airport, I saw the Lion Air flight I was originally going to get on, to be cancelled so I was actually very lucky here If you encounter problems, either try multiple different airlines, book via phone, or through an online travel agency like Expedia.
 



How We've Travelled To 43 Countries Before Turning




Last Updated on Tue, 03 Oct 2023 |
Budget Backpacking



Airmiles are typically, a set amount of miles you earn based on how far you fly or how much you spend on your credit card. You can then use these miles to buy tickets, upgrade or even purchase gifts. Frequent flyer miles are awesome. Use them correctly and you'll save a ton of money on traveling, plus it's free to sign up to an airlines loyalty program, a win-win situation for a flight you will take anyway.We are members of many loyalty programs including Qantas, Lufthansa, British Airways. However, no questions asked Etihad Airways is our favourite and most loyal airline we fly with.
 



How To Travel The World As A Student




Tue, 08 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



If you're a European student I'd highly recommend exploring more of this amazing continent Flights are so cheap on airlines like Ryanair and Easyjet However, some countries are cheaper than other for example you'll get a lot more for your money in Budapest or Prague compared to London or Paris.
 



How To Plan A Trip - Step By Step Guide




Last Updated on Tue, 08 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



Chances are, the airline you choose to fly with will have a frequent flyer program. These are 100 free and can bring you many benefits if you fly them regularly. We've scored Business and First Class flights, free upgrades and lounge access all around the world due to loyally flying Etihad Airways and other partners. Which websites are best for booking flights Our favourite sites for cheap airfares are I personally use a travel wallet to keep all my important travel documents in one place. It's a lifesaver and saves a lot of stress trying to find loose bits of paper in my backpack. If you haven't purchased a travel wallet already, I highly recommend doing so. Some airlines require you to print your boarding pass before arriving at the airport, and charge you if you haven't e.g. RyanAir.
 



Book cheap plane tickets anywhere




Last Updated on Tue, 08 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



Whilst non-stop flights are usually more desirable, sometimes you can save a significant amount of money by booking flights with 1 or more stops. A 1-stop flight may also give you more options, and the chance to see another destination. Budget Airlines and Low-Cost Carriers are usually significantly cheaper than their full-service counterparts, and if you're only looking to get from A to B this is a great option. Although this does result in generally less attention to detail, stricter baggage policies, paid seat selection and other factors, if you're wanting a cheap plane ticket this can be the way to fly. There are a few downsides to booking with low-cost airlines, which include From our own experience, we think low-cost airlines are GREAT value-for-money, with their ticket prices ranging anywhere from 20 to 50 cheaper compared to usual airlines. We've flown within Asia , Europe and Australia with many different ones and never had an issue.
 



How To Find Cheap Accommodation When Travelling




Last Updated on Thu, 10 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



Like finding the cheapest airfares, finding cheap accommodation also requires some knowledge and experience. Fortunately, there are plenty of tips and sites out there to help you with that. One of the biggest travel myths out there is that you need to be independently wealthy to see the world. This is simply not true. Travel can be very affordable , especially when you know where and how to look.


 



10 BEST Hostels in Canggu: Updated Edition




Thu, 10 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



Oh Canggu, you completely stole my heart, you're my favourite place in the whole world. Having lived in Canggu for 4 months and visited this amazing part of Bali 9 times in 5 years, it's safe to say that I know quite a bit about the area including the best hostels in Canggu. Bali is home to some of the best hostels in the world, and Canggu is in the heart of that. As I know a lot about the area, I want to give you a locals guide on the best places to stay depending on whether you're a solo female traveler, a budget traveler, business traveler, a couple traveling or a backpacker wanting to party and meet others. Or maybe you're all of the above This guide will most certainly help you in finding the best hostel in Canggu for you
 



Top tips for first time backpackers




Thu, 10 Nov 2022 |
Budget Backpacking



Finding great deals these days isn't too difficult, read our favourite booking platforms for flights or beginners guide to ITA Matrix for useful information on cheap flights. Something that isn't that common but will help you finding cheap flights are Open Jaw Flights. Which is when you fly out from one airport and return to another. E.g. London Abu Dhabi Bangkok Abu Dhabi Dusseldorf.
 



Which Is The Best Airline For Free Upgrades




Sat, 12 Nov 2022 |
Frequent Traveller



From all my years of experience flying there is one thing which helps you get onto the upgrade list more than anything else and that is your frequent flyer status. It is that simple. I've lost count of the number of complimentary upgrades that I've received, yet on every single occasion I can attribute it to my frequent flyer status especially with that airline or alliance. Now frequent readers of this blog will know that I have a history of already flying on Business Class tickets. Yet that has not been the case in the last 18 months. My work has been performed on lower cost budgets so I've been flying economy class, also known as coach or to some as cattle class. Sometimes if I'm lucky I had a budget for premium economy. As I explained in my book it is best to focus on a few frequent flyer schemes to work your way up the grades rather than trying to join every scheme possible.
 



Flight connection: How much time do I need for a connecting flight?




Last Updated on Sun, 15 Oct 2023 |
Frequent Traveller
|
17 comments 


If you are arriving on an international flight and your next flight is a domestic flight then you are likely to need plenty of connection time. The reason is that you will have to go through Immigration Passport Control when you disembark your international flight. It is then highly likely that you will have to claim your luggage, go through Customs then re-check your luggage. I know this experience all too well from various international destinations. If you are arriving on a domestic flight then connecting to an international flight then it might be easier. Many countries, although not all, allow you to check your bags all the way through. So after taking your first (domestic) flight your luggage is already assigned to your international flight. You also might not have to go through security again if it is a centralised service such as in the UK or US.
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